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Stock Aides Crack With Registration Code [Win/Mac]

Stock Aides For Windows 10 Crack is a stock charting, analysis, and
information retrieval application for Windows. It uses freely available historical
and intraday quotes from the Internet as its data sources. It can be used for
stocks, ETFs,and market indices. The charting feature includes daily, weekly,
and monthly price and volume charts with various technical indicators. The
analysis feature consists of three different parts - General and statistic analyzer,
Volume (support resistance) analyzer, and Pivot point (support resistance)
analyzer. General and statistic analyzer provides interpretations to the technical
indicators and statistic information of the underlying securities. Volume analyzer
takes the trading volume and derives a list of support resistance levels with
strength information. Pivot point analyzer is a new feature in version 1.5. It
traces pivot points within a look back range and derives support resistance
levels. Each support resistance level is evaluated with trading volume, ruling
range, time, and number of successes and failures it has provided support or
resistance since established, to come up with a weighted strength. The
information retrieval tool displays company profile, earning and revenue
estimations, fundamental data, and news links. Here are some key features of
"Stock Aides": ? Daily, Weekly, Monthly Price and Volume Chart. ? Four moving
average overlays on Price chart with custom range and selection for simple or
exponential calculation methods. ? One moving average overlay on Volume
chart. ? Stochastic, RSI, ADX, and MACD technical indicators with adjustable
parameters. ? Easy trend line drawing tool. ? General analysis for interpreting
results from technical indicators. ? Statistic analysis provides calculations such
as historical volatilities, percentage of up and down days, etc. ? Volume
analysis derives support resistance levels based on trading volumes. ? Pivot
points analysis derives support resistance levels based on pivot points. ?
Charting and analysis can be used on stocks, ETFs, and market indices. ? Use
freely available historical and intraday quotes from the Internet. ? Displays
profile, fundamental data, revenue and earning estimation data, and news links.
? Allows getting data in Batch Mode for off-line viewing. ? Allows saving of
graphic images and data. Thesis: 1.1.1 Technical Indicator Basics 1.1.2
Description
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1. Displays historical MACD or RSI values for you. 2. Displays stochastic for
each bar. 3. In case of irregular charts, you can change the types of calculation
methods for the stochastic. 4. You can select the range of the MACD or the
RSI. 5. Displays the speed indicator as a bar chart or line graph. 6. Displays the
depth of bar or line in the chart. 7. Displays the general trend in the chart. 8.
You can select the type of calculation methods for the MACD or RSI. 9. You can
select the range of the MACD or the RSI. 10. Displays the speed indicator as a
bar chart or line graph. 11. Displays the depth of bar or line in the chart. 12. You
can select the type of calculation methods for the MACD or the RSI. 13. You
can select the range of the MACD or the RSI. 14. Displays the general trend in
the chart. 15. You can select the type of calculation methods for the MACD or
the RSI. 16. You can select the range of the MACD or the RSI. 17. Displays the
speed indicator as a bar chart or line graph. 18. Displays the depth of bar or line
in the chart. 19. You can select the type of calculation methods for the MACD or
the RSI. 20. You can select the range of the MACD or the RSI. 21. Displays the
general trend in the chart. 22. You can select the type of calculation methods for
the MACD or the RSI. 23. You can select the range of the MACD or the RSI. 24.
Displays the speed indicator as a bar chart or line graph. 25. Displays the depth
of bar or line in the chart. 26. You can select the type of calculation methods for
the MACD or the RSI. 27. You can select the range of the MACD or the RSI. 28.
Displays the general trend in the chart. 29. You can select the type of
calculation methods for the MACD or the RSI. 30. You can select the range of
the MACD or the RSI. 31. Displays the speed indicator as a bar chart or line
graph. 77a5ca646e
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Stock Aides Crack+ Product Key [April-2022]

Stock Aides is a stock charting, analysis, and information retrieval application
for Windows. It uses freely available historical and intraday quotes from the
Internet as its data sources. It can be used for stocks, ETFs,and market indices.
The charting feature includes daily, weekly, and monthly price and volume
charts with various technical indicators. The analysis feature consists of three
different parts - General and statistic analyzer, Volume (support resistance)
analyzer, and Pivot point (support resistance) analyzer. General and statistic
analyzer provides interpretations to the technical indicators and statistic
information of the underlying securities. Volume analyzer takes the trading
volume and derives a list of support resistance levels with strength information.
Pivot point analyzer is a new feature in version 1.5. It traces pivot points within a
look back range and derives support resistance levels. Each support resistance
level is evaluated with trading volume, ruling range, time, and number of
successes and failures it has provided support or resistance since established,
to come up with a weighted strength. The information retrieval tool displays
company profile, earning and revenue estimations, fundamental data, and news
links. Here are some key features of "Stock Aides": ? Daily, Weekly, Monthly
Price and Volume Chart. ? Four moving average overlays on Price chart with
custom range and selection for simple or exponential calculation methods. ?
One moving average overlay on Volume chart. ? Stochastic, RSI, ADX, and
MACD technical indicators with adjustable parameters. ? Easy trend line
drawing tool. ? General analysis for interpreting results from technical
indicators. ? Statistic analysis provides calculations such as historical volatilities,
percentage of up and down days, etc. ? Volume analysis derives support
resistance levels based on trading volumes. ? Pivot points analysis derives
support resistance levels based on pivot points. ? Charting and analysis can be
used on stocks, ETFs, and market indices. ? Use freely available historical and
intraday quotes from the Internet. ? Displays profile, fundamental data, revenue
and earning estimation data, and news links. ? Allows getting data in Batch
Mode for off-line viewing. ? Allows saving of graphic images and data.
Requirements: ? IBM PC or compatible system ? 300 MHz or faster processor
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Stock Aides is a stock charting, analysis, and information retrieval application
for Windows. It uses freely available historical and intraday quotes from the
Internet as its data sources. It can be used for stocks, ETFs,and market indices.
The charting feature includes daily, weekly, and monthly price and volume
charts with various technical indicators. The analysis feature consists of three
different parts - General and statistic analyzer, Volume (support resistance)
analyzer, and Pivot point (support resistance) analyzer. General and statistic
analyzer provides interpretations to the technical indicators and statistic
information of the underlying securities. Volume analyzer takes the trading
volume and derives a list of support resistance levels with strength information.
Pivot point analyzer is a new feature in version 1.5. It traces pivot points within a
look back range and derives support resistance levels. Each support resistance
level is evaluated with trading volume, ruling range, time, and number of
successes and failures it has provided support or resistance since established,
to come up with a weighted strength. The information retrieval tool displays
company profile, earning and revenue estimations, fundamental data, and news
links. Here are some key features of "Stock Aides": ? Daily, Weekly, Monthly
Price and Volume Chart. ? Four moving average overlays on Price chart with
custom range and selection for simple or exponential calculation methods. ?
One moving average overlay on Volume chart. ? Stochastic, RSI, ADX, and
MACD technical indicators with adjustable parameters. ? Easy trend line
drawing tool. ? General analysis for interpreting results from technical
indicators. ? Statistic analysis provides calculations such as historical volatilities,
percentage of up and down days, etc. ? Volume analysis derives support
resistance levels based on trading volumes. ? Pivot points analysis derives
support resistance levels based on pivot points. ? Charting and analysis can be
used on stocks, ETFs, and market indices. ? Use freely available historical and
intraday quotes from the Internet. ? Displays profile, fundamental data, revenue
and earning estimation data, and news links. ? Allows getting data in Batch
Mode for off-line viewing. ? Allows saving of graphic images and data.
Requirements: ? IBM PC or compatible system ? 300 MHz or faster processor ?
64 MB or more RAM. ? Internet connection (broadband recommended.) ======
============================================================
= A version 1.3 of Stock Aides is available for free downloading from:
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System Requirements:

To run this addon, you will need an OpenCL-enabled GPU. In our case, we are
using an NVIDIA GTX 1080 TI GPU. To check your GPU is OpenCL-capable,
run the following command in a terminal: lscpu | grep OpenCL Then, you should
get a line similar to this one: OpenGL Architecture: Intel (OpenGL) OpenGL
Vendor: nVidia Corporation OpenGL Renderer: GeForce GTX 1080
TI/PCIe/SSE2 OpenGL Version
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